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Outline

DFT study of H-vacancy/O/C complexes

In order to evaluate energetically the vacancy, oxygen and carbon
role in modifying the hydrogen retention behavior.

Shu et al., Nucl. Fusion 47, 201 (2007);
Appl. Phys. Lett. 92, 211904 (2008) Nishijima et al., J. Nucl. Mater. 329–333 ,1029 (2004) 

He bubble formation: under irradiation 
with high flux  of 1.1*1023 /m2s and 
low-energy He ions (~5 eV, which is the 
surface barrier potential energy for He 
penetrating into the W).

H bubble formation: under irradiation 
with high flux of 1022 /m2 s and low-
energy D ions (~38 eV)

D  ion displacement threshold 
energy in W: 40 eV
EV=3.20 eV, ESIA=9.68 eVHe ion

940 eV

500 eV

Background: low-energy H/He ions produce bubbles?

Background: low-energy H/He ions produce bubbles?

In sharp contrast with the case of W, the
experimental result reported no bubbles
formation in Pd implanted by 10keV D to a very
high supersaturation of about 1.7 D/Pd mole
ratio.

S. M. Myers, et al., Phys. Rev. B 43, 9503(1991).

Nishijima et al., Nucl. Fusion 45, 669 (2005)

D implanted W surface without
He pre-exposure 

D implanted W surface with He 
ion pre-exposure (80 eV He ions at a 
flux of 4.2*1021 /m2s, 700K, 7200s )

(500K, 80 eV , a flux of 2.5 1021 /m2s D ions, 3h) 

Background: He pre-exposure suppressing H bubbles

J-M  SCW(99.9%) 
5000appm C/O

Moscow 
SCW(99.99%)   
500appm   C/O 

Ye et al., JNM313–316 (2003) 199–203

This suggests that the primary trap sites for deuterium 
clusters in annealed SCW should be related to impurities. 
The impurity can increase the hydrogen retention in W.

10 times

Background: Impurity effect on D retention

H/He

Vacancy

Grain boundary
/Dislocation

H/He retention  
or bubble 
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Background: Three possible sites for retention/bubble



Defect (A1) formation energy:

Concentration of defect (A1):

New vacancy formation energy nearby the existed defect (A1):

Binding energy of  defects A1 and  A2:

Trapping energy of H/He in a vacancy:

+ attraction
- repulsion

Methods: 

Interstitial H reduce its first
neighboring vacancy formation
energies remarkably;

The effect of He leads to negative
vacancy formation energy at the first
and second nearest neighboring sites
around the interstitial He, indicating
W atom at these sites is unstable, and
forms a vacancy spontaneously.

Vacancy formation energy 
in the perfect system:  
3.20eV in W( 2.65 eV in Mo)

Vacancy formation energy nearby interstitial H/He

Results: Interstitial H/He reducing E_v

One vacancy could trap up to 12 H
atoms or 14 He atoms (additional
He atoms move out of the cell
containing the vacancy);

Additional H atoms are repulsive
with H12-V complex, while
additional He atoms are still
attractive to He14-V complex.

Results: Vacancy traps multiple H/He atoms

The new vacancy formation energy 

decreases in a “step-like”  way 

with the number of trapped H 

atoms, while the new vacancy 

formation energy decreases 

linearly with the trapped He atoms;

The accumulation of 9 H  or 4 He  

in a vacancy  surprisingly reduce 

the formation energy of first and 

second nearest vacancy  to 0 eV.

Results: E_v(new) closest to the already existed V + H/He 

Results: E_v(new) closest to the already existed V + H 

In Pd

The new nearest neighboring vacancy formation energy decreases 

only slightly, the formation energy is still larger than 1.2 eV when 

the vacancy has trapped 6 hydrogen atoms.
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bubble

reach certain 
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concentration of ‘H/He’

in the vacancy reduced

reach certain 
concentration again

Results: H retention or H/He bubbles Nucleation  from V

Compared to the pure vacancy, the He-vacancy complex traps 
H atoms less strongly when trapped H atoms are not larger 
than 6 in both W and Mo.

Results: Influence of preexisted He on vacancy trapping H

The formation energy of V-He-Hn complex is higher than that of 

V-Hn complex before n exceed 8 in W and 9 in Mo.
The maximum discrepancy is 0.60 eV when the number of H 
atoms add up to 5 in a vacancy and V-He complex in both W and Mo.

---He located in a vacancy could hinder, to sorme extent, the 
accumulation of H atoms in the vacancy (low incident fluence??)

Results: Influence of preexisted He on vacancy trapping H



O is energetically preferable 
to occupy tetrahedral 
interstitial site, while C prefers 
to take octahedral interstitial 
site.

Both the formation energies 
of the 1nn and 2nn vacancy  
close to C/O are reduced.

Results: Interstitial O/C reducing E_v

O/C-H complex could further reduce its neighboring vacancy formation energy 
compared with interstitial O/C atom, especially O-H complex.

O C

W

Results: O/C-H complex reducing E_v

The formation energies of the V-O/C-Hn complex are significantly 

lower than V-Hn complex;

The formation energy of V-O-Hn is the lowest, that is  V-O-Hn is 

most energetically favorable to form.

Results: Comparison of formation energies of 3 complexes

Both C and O could considerably increase the concentration of  

vacancy, especially O;

The concentration of V-O-Hn is highest.

Results: Comparison of the concentrations 3 complexes

(a) Assuming H 
equally distributed  
in bulk due to the 
repulsive 
interaction between 
interstitial H

(b) H atoms 
accumulate around 
O, forming O-Hn
complex, reducing 
the formation 
energy of 
neighboring 
vacancy

(c) New vacancy is 
created close to 
O-Hn , forming V-
O-Hn complex 

(d) The increase in H 
will lead to the 
mutation from V-O-Hn
into V2-O-Hn, the 
vacancy-H complex 
grows in both V and H

Results: Mechanism of H retention/bubble from O interstitialallllllllllllllllllllllll
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Summary of first part:

(New) Vacancy formation energy

3.20 eV (in pure W)

2.01 eV (closest to Interstitial H)

1.23 eV (closest to Interstitial C)

0.15 eV (closest to Interstitial O)

-1.36 eV (closest to Interstitial He)

0 eV (closest to V+H9 complex)

0 eV (closest to V+He4 complex)

Defect complex formation energy

V+O+Hn V+C+Hn V+Hn
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MD+MS study of interactions of vacancy 
and interstitial with the grain boundary

In order to investigate the role of the grain boundary in
radiation-induced defects evolution (vacancy and interstitial
segregation and their annihilation) near the GB in W.



Backgrounds
Some nanocrystalline materials have been shown to have improved

radiation resistance compared with their polycrystalline counterparts.

It is naturally speculated that GBs serve as effective sinks for radiation-

created defects and thus benefit the recovery of vacancies and

interstitials.

Dislocations and GBs are at microscopic and mesoscopic scales and

critical players on the stage of the change in mechanical properties of

polycrystals.

Thus, it arises reasonably: the radiation-induced-point-defects

(vacancies and interstitials) related processes in which GBs and

radiation-induced defects are involved should be critical. It becomes

especially important to study the interactions between radiation-

induced defects (vacancies and interstitials) and GBs.

Backgrounds

The interactions are captured through energetic and kinetic

behaviors of these point defects near the GB. The energetics is often

characterized by the defect formation energy or binding energy,

while the kinetics is described by the defect diffusion barrier and

interstitial-vacancy annihilation barrier, and the corresponding

activation temperature.

Once these interactive parameters are obtained, they not only are

able to provide insight into the above-mentioned processes but also

are necessary parameters to some high-level simulation techniques

such as kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) and rate theory (RT) that can

evaluate the defect evolution and the resulting material

performance at long time-scales.

Results: Critical atomic processes of defect evolution

The involved processes include
segregation of interstitials and
vacancies (processes I and II).

Also include interstitials and
vacancies annihilation and
respective diffusion in the bulk,
near the GB and within the GB
(processes 1, 2 and 3 ).

Segregation Processes I, II and
processes 1, and 3 contribute to
healing grain interiors. Process
2 is critical to healing the GB.

The GB depth (h) is defined as the segregation energy divided by the
defect formation energy in the bulk, and that is the reduction in defect
formation energy scaled by the bulk value.
The influence range (w) is defined as the distance perpendicular to
the GB within which the deviation of defect formation energies from
the bulk value is larger than 0.05eV.

Results: V/SIA-GB interaction

GB as a sink for V and 
SIA to understand the 
segregation processes 
I and II

In W

Formation energy:

In bulk,
V: 3.75 eV; 
SIA: 10.19 eV.

In GB,
V: 0.86eV 
(segregation energy); 
SIA: 7.5eV

Results: V/SIA-GB interaction Results: V/SIA-GB interaction

The GB influence range is small and nearly independent of the system;
averagely, the GB range for interstitials is larger than for vacancies;
There exists to a certain extent a general level of the GB depth for
vacancies and interstitials, respectively, particularly for the interstitial.

Results: V/SIA-GB interaction

Binding energies strongly correlate with GB energies averagely;

Within the range of wSIA the absorption of interstitials into the GB

is spontaneous. In the GB core, the normalized barrier of vacancy

diffusion is reduced to f from 1 in the bulk.

Results: V/SIA-GB interaction



Results: V/SIA-GB interaction

The following table summarized the kinetic parameters describing

the GB as the sink for the vacancy and interstitial, and the catalyst

for vacancy-interstitial annihilation.

These include the barrier of vacancy (interstitial) diffusion in the

bulk, near the pure GB, and the barrier of vacancy-interstitial

annihilation within the spontaneous region and near this region.

The corresponding activation temperature is defined as the

temperature that gives the transition time one second, which the

attempt frequency is about 1012/s.

The fraction of GB region is calculated according to the GB

influence range, here the grain size is assigned to be 100 nm.

Results: V/SIA-GB interaction

(when Grain size = 100 nm)

Spontaneous
annihilation
region

Results: V-Interstitial-loaded-GB interaction

Illustration of the annihilation between the vacancy 
near the GB and the interstitial trapped at the GB.

1.80 eV (in bulk W)

0.98 eV (near GB)

0.31 eV
(Annihilation near GB)

Diffusion/Annihilation barrier
Binding energies strongly correlate with GB energies averagely and have a general

level when scaled by the bulk defect formation energy. Defect diffusion is

enhanced near the GB. The diffusion barrier of the vacancy gradually decreases as

it approaches to the GB. For interstitials, there exist several layers near the GB in

which the absorption of interstitials is spontaneous and out of which orientation-

dependent.

For the interstitial-rich GB, the vacancy near the GB can be annihilated at a low

barrier, independent of the system.

The GB influence range is limited of 1.0–2.0 nm from the GB. This leads to a limited

fraction of the GB region working as a sink for defects and/or the catalyst for

vacancy-interstitial annihilation.

Our obtained principal physical parameters may be applied to build the master

framework for defects’ generation, transport and fate and thus to evaluate the

damage rate in nano/poly-crystalline materials.

Conclusions:
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Future work

Specific objectives of this research

Interactions of hydrogen with irradiation-generated
defects at entire temporal evolution stages.

1) Understanding on the irradiation damage of W 

2) Understanding on the nature of hydrogen traps

3) Understanding the status of hydrogen in small vacancy 
clusters

Research schemes

MD simulations of primary radiation damage in W

KMC investigation of the further evolution of the 
primary damage structure

First principles study of interactions of hydrogen with 
above identified defects. 

Development of W-H and W-He empirical potentials. 



Future work: example

Thanks for your attention!


